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Skyworks Opens South Africa Aerial HD Archive

Skyworks, the UK based independent producer and high definition aerial filming specialist, has
today announced the opening of a totally new and comprehensive archive of HD aerial footage
of South Africa. With over 50 hours of material, the archive covers cities, landscape and all the
2010 World Cup venues.

(PRWeb UK) February 8, 2010 -- Skyworks, the UK based independent producer and high definition aerial
filming specialist, has today announced the opening of its totally new archive of HD aerial footage of South
Africa.

Filmed in November 2009, the crew flew over 7600 kilometres across South Africa, capturing some 50 hours of
HD footage covering over 550 points of interest. These include all the venues for the 2010 World Cup, as well
as stunning landscape, cities and wildlife.

A website has been launched to showcase seven themed showreels based on a selection of this South Africa
aerial footage which is broken out into literally hundreds of clips. Skyworks has also launched a YouTube
channel at http://www.youtube.com/user/SkyworksHD.

The launch of the Skyworks South Africa archive follows success with their HD archive of Europe as well as
aerial TV productions for channels such as Smithsonian Networks and National Geographic and in the UK with
Wainwright Walks, Railway Walks, and Coast to Coast for the BBC.

Skyworks is a UK based independent production company that has produced well over 100 factual programmes
for international broadcasters including the BBC, ITV, Discovery and the Smithsonian Network.

In the UK, Skyworks is best known for its Wainwright Walks programmes for BBC2 and Railway Walks for
BBC4, as well as numerous regional productions for ITV. Skyworks’ imagery has been used in many well-
known productions, such as Simon Schama’s History of Britain, BBC2’s Restoration and BBC1’s Mountain.

Skyworks specialises in aerial filming in HD, and is a world leader in the production and supply of top-end
aerial footage and operates the world's largest HD aerial archive. By matching the latest technology with some
of the most experienced aerial Directors/ Cameramen, Skyworks is able to deliver some of the best quality
Aerial HD footage available. Skyworks' website features the largest selection of aerial HD footage in the world.
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Contact Information
Colin Mills
Skyworks Ltd.
http://www.skyworks.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8878 1177

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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